
October 2014 – Proxy Voting 

Greetings Brothers,  

 

In this installment of the Grand Counselor’s Legislative Tips, I wanted to discuss the question of 

proxy voting. I wanted to start by thanking Brother Joey Mattingly and the Proxy Task Force for their 

input and resources for this post. The question of proxy voting is an interesting one that has come up a 

lot at all three levels of governance in Kappa Psi; Chapter, Province & International. In some ways, it is 

important to note that the Chapter level is much different than Province & International proxy voting, 

however there are some blanket statements in most parliamentary authorities that would apply across 

the board.  

At the Chapter level, you are conducting a standard deliberative assembly of voting “individuals” 

with their own inherit rights, opinions and decisions. At the Province & International levels you have a 

deliberative assembly of delegates in a “convention” setting. In this setting, Robert’s Rules of Order 

Newly Revised 11th edition (RONR) defines voting membership in a convention as either 1) an accredited 

delegate elected by its constituent body, 2) the president of each constituent local unit, 3) being an 

incumbent officer of the organization at the level of which the convention is held (i.e. province officer at 

province, Grand Officer at GCC, etc), or 4) being an accredited alternate delegate. You will noticed that 

in By-Law V of the Uniform By-Laws, it states “No votes other than those of the Chapters or Provinces 

may be assigned by proxy,” and also states that proxy may not be given to “members of the Executive 

Committee, Advisory Committee, Editor of the Mask or GCC Chairman.” The general concept here is that 

“individuals” who already have a vote may not transfer their votes via proxy, nor accept proxy because 

they are being required to vote based on their role as an individual. Chapters, on the other hand, do 

currently hold the right to delegate the Chapter’s votes via proxy as they select an individual to 

represent them and since it is permitted in our Constitution and By-Laws. Neither the Uniform 

Collegiate, nor the Uniform Graduate Chapter By-Laws currently permit proxy voting at that level. 

The above represents the current state of proxy voting as written into the Constitution & By-

Laws. So we must ask, why is that the case and is that what we should be doing as a Fraternity? Proxy 

voting was implemented at a time decades ago when travel to a province or GCC was much more 

difficult. In addition, since you needed a quorum at GCC to even conduct business, proxy voting helped 

them meet a required quorum. You don’t exactly have much leeway to cancel a GCC just because you 

didn’t meet quorum, thus why proxies were so beneficial at the time. The discussion about its utility 

from that perspective nowadays is much more philosophical and not the topic of this explanation. When 

we look at the Constitution & By-laws and it doesn’t provide a direct answer, we must then look at our 

sanctioned Parliamentary Authority, Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revised (cited in all three levels of 

the By-Laws). Sometimes RONR provides an answer that the Constitution may not, in this case it states 

“Proxy voting is not permitted in ordinary deliberative assemblies unless expressly stated in the 

Constitution or By-laws.” Therefore, proxy voting is not allowed at the Chapter level, since not stated in 

the By-Laws, and in general, per RONR, “proxy voting is incompatible with the essential characteristics of 

a deliberative assembly in which membership is individual, personal and nontransferable.” 



Two other major parliamentary authorities (Sturgis’ Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure, 

4th Edition and Demeter’s Manual of Parliamentary Law & Procedure) also address the concept of proxy 

voting. Sturgis states “the use of proxies in organizations in which all members have an equal vote is ill 

advised and is never permissible unless specifically authorized by the By-Laws of the organization.” 

Demeter states “voting by proxy is not permitted and is not valid in ordinary assemblies (fraternal 

orders, etc) unless the organization’s charter expressly authorizes it.” Demeter goes on to talk about an 

“alternate” as a certified replacement which also has the right to debate and participate in proceedings 

versus the proxy which only holds voting power. This highlights a common issue with proxy voting and 

why all three references suggest proxy voting is “incompatible” with the essential characteristics of a 

deliberative assembly.  If a proxy vote is given, is that proxy required to vote exactly as the person giving 

proxy demands they vote or does the proxy have the right to vote how they planned to vote 

themselves? If something changes during deliberations in context of the vote, would that change the 

mind of the person providing proxy? If the vote is a voice vote, how do you accurately reflect a person 

carrying 10 votes versus one carry 1 vote? Do they yell louder? These are all questions that are not well 

defined in parliamentary procedure and explain the basis of why proxy voting is not recommended in 

these references. At this point, we are simply raising those questions, but that is why the proxy task 

force exists, to determine if this is right for Kappa Psi. This will likely be a topic of much debate at GCC, 

so come prepared! 

  Hopefully this post helped assist Brothers with the concepts of proxy voting at the Chapter level 

and give a sneak peek into a discussion that will likely be brought forth at GCC from the Proxy Task 

Force. If you have any questions about other ways to address these issues, more questions about proxy 

voting, or have suggestions on future topics feel free to email me at grandcounselor@kappapsi.org.  

 

Fraternally, 

Robert Mancini, PharmD, BCOP 

Grand Counselor 2013-2015 
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